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ABSTRACT

Ephemerality and variability in contemporary art is fostering an 
age of documentation within museums. Conservators, curators, 
and other museum professionals spend an increasing amount 
of resources documenting technical details and conceptual 
underpinnings in an effort to provide a knowledge base for future 
staff that will design new exhibitions and conduct conservation 
interventions. The resulting archives contain information about 
production methods, materials, past manifestations, and artists’ 
concerns that can inform art history, art criticism, and public 
understanding.
This article proposes activating these closed archives by 
opening them to scholars, educators, and the public. In addition 
to providing access for greater awareness, further benefit can 
be gained through participatory programming that promotes 
public contributions in a form of crowd documentation. The 
article traces ethical, legal, and artistic challenges to greater 
transparency of museum documentation. Despite these hurdles, 
tools are emerging that facilitate public access and participation 
in documenting the art of our times.
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1 For more information about IKEA 
Disobedients see: http://www.moma.org/
collection/object.php?object_id=156886; 
http://cargocollective.com/anapenalba/
Collaboration-ANDRES-JAQUE  (Accessed 
July 20, 2014).

2 IKEA Disobedients exhibition at PS1, 
September 2012.

Introduction 

Early in 2012 I was contacted by the Architecture 

and Design Department at the Museum of Modern 

Art (MoMA) where I served as Media Conservator. They 

alerted me to an upcoming acquisition and exhibition of an 

architectural performance/installation by Spanish architect 

Andrés Jaque.1 The work is a participatory, community-based 

project that features local residents who altered products 

from the IKEA retail store. The performance includes 

selected residents activating their re-use of the products for 

museum visitors, on and around an architectural construction 

designed by Jaque. In Figure 1, we see “disobedients” cutting 

hair, making music, and cooking with altered IKEA products 

that they use in their daily life.2

Realizing the complexity of the work, I immediately 

began working with the curatorial department to build 

critical documentation for future display and conservation. 

The pre-acquisition documentation we received from the 

artist’s studio included a statement about the work, floor 

plans, images, and video from prior iterations. We asked 

Jaque to fill out a detailed questionnaire, and I conducted a 

conservation interview with him. Our documentation grew 

during the September 2012 exhibition at PS1, as more plans, 

images, videos, interview transcripts, curatorial descriptions, 

participant statements, critical reviews, and input from social 

media programming began to pile in. After the exhibition, 

we were left with a multitude of analog and digital files 

in various formats that would comprise the beginning 

of MoMA’s documentation record. The archive will be a 

resource for staff at the museum in planning and executing 

the next exhibition. 

This buildup of documentation is now common practice 

for conceptual, ephemeral, and variable works. Creating 

this documentation involves considerable time and labor 

to record what the work has been, what it is, and what it 

can be in the future. Artists fill out questionnaires, create 

installation manuals, and participate in interviews. Museum 

staff produces their own documentation through each life 

stage of the artwork. New documentation practices extend 

protocols established for more traditional collections, as the 

artwork portfolio builds from acquisition through each phase 

of an artwork’s institutional life, including storage, exhibition, 

loan, and conservation. 

Variability from one manifestation to the next forces 

attention to documentation, since future staff will rely on it 

for interpretation.  It may be argued that through multiple 

iterations, documentation grows to define the work. 

Decisions that are made based on this documentation can 

dramatically alter public experience of the artwork. 

Museum visitors experience a snapshot of how a 

variable work may be realized when it is on exhibition, 

but they cannot easily learn what museum staff knows 

about past iterations and artist sanctions for exhibition. 

For instance, IKEA Disobedients is a social process 

performance/installation that functions as a critique of 

IKEA’s advertizing message about harmonious domestic 

urban life. As described in Jaque’s IKEA Disobedients 
Manifesto, which was provided to the museum, the process 

begins long before the exhibition opens with a call for local 

residents who have altered the function of IKEA products. 

Resident “disobedients” are selected through a series of 

interviews, and then work with the artist’s team to jointly 



FIG. 1 IKEA Disobedients. Andrés Jaque 
/ Office for Political Innovation. Museum 
of Modern Art, New York. Architecture 
& Design Purchase Fund, 2012. Credit: 
Andrés Jaque / Office for Political 
Innovation.
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3 European Confederation of Conservator-
Restorers’ Organizations (ECCO) Professional 
Guidelines http://www.ecco-eu.org/
about-e.c.c.o./professional-guidelines.html; 
American Institute for Conservation of 
Historic and Artistic Works (AIC) Guidelines 
for Practice http://www.conservation-us.org/
about-us/core-documents/guidelines-for-
practice#.UtayQGRDt39 (Accessed July 20, 
2014).

design the exhibition. Knowledge about the extensive 

selection and exhibition design process, along with the 

social critique, enriches one’s understanding of the work, 

but cannot be easily gained from experiencing the exhibit 

itself. 

Since works such as IKEA Disobedients cannot be fully 

understood without background knowledge, scholars, critics, 

and the general public all deserve at least some access 

to museum archives. The aim of this article is to provide a 

window into how this growing body of documentation can 

be shared, with particular focus on public access and public 

contribution. As suggested in the following sections, attempts 

to make museum documentation available even to internal 

staff are hindered by many technical and logistical obstacles. 

Efforts towards greater transparency to the public face even 

greater barriers, including ethical, legal, and artistic concerns. 

Despite these challenges, museums need to open their 

archives for public access and to contributions from outside 

sources. 

My focus is on variable art, including installation, media, 

and performance works. The reason for this is that these art 

forms force dramatic changes in documentation practice, as 

artists transfer interpretive authority to museums. Physical 

alterations include new exhibited objects, new exhibition 

equipment, and new exhibition formats. Environmental 

changes include new spatial dimensions, new wall and floor 

surfaces, and new levels of light and audio. Performance art 

inevitably changes as new performers activate the works, 

bringing their own body and their own interpretation into the 

gallery. 

The Museum Culture of Documentation
While new art forms require new methods of documentation, 

recording information about collections isn’t new for 

museums (Heydenreich 2011). In fact, it is at the core 

of traditional museum practice, from acquisition and 

cataloging to exhibitions, loans, and conservation. Museum 

records typically extend back to their founding documents, 

and include inventories with annotations about donors, 

prices, and information about artists. Framed objects that 

circulate on loans bear witness to their travels through 

an accumulation of exhibition labels on the back of the 

frames. Condition notes detail every scratch and tear, while 

conservation reports describe each step of analysis and 

intervention.

Museum professionals divide up the tasks of 

documentation. Curators begin documenting potential 

acquisitions well before they arrive in the museum. Their 

initial art historical and provenance research feeds into 

their artwork files and is picked up by catalogers who add 

additional information once the artwork arrives, including a 

unifying accession number, dimensions, medium and date of 

production. Registrars add tracking, storage and insurance 

information. Conservators contribute to the growing 

profile with more detailed information about condition, 

past conservation campaigns, and chronicles of their work. 

They are ethically bound by professional codes to produce 

and maintain accurate records from their examination, 

sampling, scientific investigations, and treatment, along with 

the rationale behind their decisions.3 Images of artworks 

accumulate as they move through each stage of museum 

life, from standard documentation in acquisition and display 
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4 Hanna Hölling discusses micro-archives in 
the context of understanding the multiple 
incarnations of works by Nam June Paik in Re: 
Paik: On Time, Changeability and Identity of 
Nam June Paik’s Multimedia Installations.

to technical imaging associated with material research and 

conservation.

Traditionally, documentation resides in multiple 

places within the museum. Micro-archives exist in many 

departments, including curatorial, registrar, and conservation 

(Hölling 2013).4 Larger museums with libraries collect 

secondary literature about artworks, and museums with 

archives collect additional materials from exhibitions, 

collectors, and the artists themselves. Increasingly, education 

departments accumulate their own information about 

collections that are relevant to public programming.

The culture of museum documentation shifted dramatically 

in recent years, as museums were engulfed in the great wave 

of digitization that affected all spheres of contemporary 

life. Analog photographs and records were scanned. New 

forms of documentation are now born digital. Digitization 

facilitates access, since data can be input and retrieved 

through database management. Collections databases 

— such as The Museum System, EMu, and EmbARK — allow 

museum workers to enter data and link files. Digital 

asset management systems provide not only access to 

documentation images, but to critical metadata and 

copyright information about the images. 

With the rise of digital documentation, expectations for 

access grow higher. Yet museums struggle to provide that 

access even to curators, registrars, collections managers, 

conservators, educators, exhibition designers, installers, and 

others who need particular information about individual 

works within the collection. Curators need to know the 

nature and extent of their authority to interpret an artwork 

for display. Similarly, performers need to know many details 

about works they are contracted to perform, from costuming 

to choreography and interpretation. Media conservators, 

exhibition designers, and audiovisual technicians need 

detailed technical information about media formats, 

exhibition equipment, power requirements, and more. 

Technical Obstacles and Solutions for Sharing 
Documentation
Digital documentation archives in museums pose logistical 

problems for staff with scarce time to sift through 

unprocessed data. Scanning, uploading, and linking data 

from various micro-archives around the museum helps 

mitigate the problem. In addition to the sheer quantity 

of information, there are technical obstacles to sharing 

electronic documentation (Jones 2008). The three 

challenges described in this section are developing common 

metadata standards, developing systems for discoverability 

and access, and accommodating the range of file formats 

used to archive the documentation.

The metadata standards that museum communities must 

adopt include both descriptive and structural components of 

the data system. Descriptive metadata refers to the content, 

such as “title,” “artist,” and “medium.” New descriptive fields 

are frequently created because of the constantly changing 

media and formats in contemporary art. For instance, do 

we call it “media,” “time-based media,” “new media,” “film,” 

“video,” “audio,” “software-based art,” “computer-based 

art,” or “Net art”? Similar problems occur in describing 

the rapidly growing range of new paint media, synthetic 

polymers, and modern alloys in contemporary art. Without 

agreeing on terminology within an institution, retrievability 
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5 The Categories for the Description of 
Works of Art (CDWA) project http://www.
getty.edu/research/publications/electronic_
publications/cdwa/ (Accessed July 20, 2014).

6 DOCAM Documentation Model http://www.
docam.ca/en/documentation-model.html 
(Accessed July 20, 2014).

7 DOCAM Visualization Interface http://www.
docam.ca/en/visualisation-interface.html 
(Accessed July 20, 2014).

and information sharing are nearly impossible. The problem 

is multiplied when considering cross-institutional sharing.

One project we can look to as a model for extending 

terminology is Categories for Describing Works of Art 
(CDWA).5  Developed with significant resources over a 

period of years, CDWA provides standard terminology and 

a conceptual framework for describing and accessing art 

in information systems.  Using standardized systems such 

as CDWA within museums facilitates information access to 

users.

Structural metadata refers to the underlying database 

design that facilitates relationships between data within the 

system. In a database, such structural systems may allow a 

user to generate reports that pull information from a variety 

of data fields. Information managers can design templates 

that cull information from different database tables into 

useful reports. For instance, a conservator may generate a 

report that combines basic catalog information about an 

artwork with images, prior condition records, and results 

from prior analysis. 

A helpful project in modeling the design of structural 

metadata is the DOCAM Documentation Model, which 

was developed to structure information about complex 

media works.6 It offers museums a method of organizing 

information for works with multiple artists, multiple data 

formats, and iteration changes.

In addition to the problem of metadata standards, a 

second area of technical concern is developing systems 

for discoverability and access to documentation once it 

has been archived. There is a growing range of file formats 

used to archive documentation, such as text (Microsoft 

Word, Adobe PDF), image (JPEG, TIFF), audio (MPS, 

WAV), and digital video files (QT, AVI, MXF).  Museums 

need to build research tools that can technically link to 

these various formats. The tools must be well designed and 

user friendly. Researchers need to locate documentation 

through finding aids that provide key word searches for 

discovery, and visualization interfaces that are easy to 

navigate. Without standardized file formats, metadata, and 

terminology, discovery can be ad hoc within any system of 

documentation.

The DOCAM Visualization Interface offers a helpful 

graphic model for discovering files in multiple formats that 

are structurally organized according to their relationships 

with the artwork.7 Well-designed interfaces allow users 

to easily determine the file type along with the artwork 

life cycle phase it is associated with. The entity level of 

the information is also visually categorized, moving from 

individual components to manifestations, with artwork being 

the highest level.

A third challenge for sharing documentation comes with 

the range of media and formats used for art production and 

its documentation. Museums strive to acquire archival files 

from media artists in the form of uncompressed or native 

formats. Similarly, the electronic files that staff produce must 

be standardized and approved for long-term stability. Highly 

compressed files experience loss in production, and all files 

can experience digital corruption from bit flipping (from 0s 

to 1s and 1s to 0s) over time. The files must be monitored 

for stability, and stored on reliable servers that are routinely 

backed up. In addition, files must be reformatted periodically 
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8 International Network for the Conservation 
of Contemporary Art (INCCA) http://www.
incca.org/ (Accessed July 20, 2014).

9 For more information on linked data, see 
Heath, Tom & Christian Bizer, Linked Data 
(Synthesis Lectures on the Semantic Web: 
Theory and Technology).

10 Europeana http://www.europeana.eu/ 
(Accessed July 20, 2014).

11 Forging the Future http://forging-the-
future.net/ (Accessed July 20, 2014).

12 ResearchSpace http://www.researchspace.
org/ (Accessed July 20, 2014).

13 CollectonsSpace http://www.
collectionspace.org/ (Accessed July 20, 
2014).

14 ConservationSpace http://
conservationspace.org/Home.html (Accessed 
July 20, 2014).

to keep them legible by new software on new operating 

systems used by the museum. 

While these technical hurdles need to be overcome 

within each institution, there is a growing need to share 

documentation about contemporary art across institutions 

and among professionals who use it in their research for 

collecting, exhibiting, and conserving the same artwork in an 

editioned series or similar works by the same artist. 

Understanding this need for sharing among professionals 

around the world led to the formation of the International 

Network for the Conservation of Contemporary Art (INCCA). 

The mission of INCCA is “to collect, share and preserve 

knowledge needed for the conservation of modern and 

contemporary art.”8 One of the core projects of INCCA is the 

Artists Archive Database. Members of INCCA enter metadata 

describing unpublished research. Despite the clear value of 

this database, it grew unwieldy with time because of the lack 

of standardization in metadata and terminology. Fortunately 

plans are underway to envelop the content of the INCCA 

database into a new web-based platform with expanded 

application.

Developing web-based platforms for sharing information 

across institutions is now possible through linked data,9 

which is a method of aggregating data from different 

sources by using standard protocols and semantic 

technologies. Each institution can retain its own cataloguing 

systems within its own internal database as long as it agrees 

to a common set of semantic elements that permit mapping 

its digital objects through linked data systems. The art world 

can look to libraries and archives that already developed 

a number of successful Linked Data projects. Perhaps the 

largest and best-known Internet portal for aggregated 

information is Europeana.10 Over 2,000 institutions across 

Europe contribute data about Europe’s cultural and scientific 

heritage by agreeing upon a common standard, known as 

Europeana Semantic Elements. 

The Forging the Future project proposes a variety of 

open source tools for managing documentation about 

media art, with potential for sharing it across institutions.11  

Of particular interest is their “metaserver” tool, which will 

enable databases managed by different institutions to share 

standardized information. 

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation is another a leader 

in the field through their efforts to create open source 

applications within the museum community for sharing 

information using semantic technology. ResearchSpace 

is an open-source platform that allows art history 

researchers to search across institutional datasets for 

images and texts about artists and artworks.12 It features 

tools that allow researchers to save searches, collaborate 

in groups, and annotate findings. CollectionsSpace is 

an open-source collections management application,13 

and ConservationSpace, still in development, will be a 

conservation documentation management application.14 

ConservationSpace will allow multiple users at different 

institutions to share their documentation and collaborate on 

its development. 

The projects referenced in this section are mostly in beta 

form. They need to be tested and refined by the professional 

community. Yet they offer a picture of how the technical 

challenges to sharing documentation about contemporary 

art may be overcome in the future.
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15 In a pilot project of thirteen software-based 
artworks in MoMA’s collection conducted 
by the author and Deena Engel of the 
Department of Computer Science at the 
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences of 
New York University, two artists decided not 
to provide artist-generated source code to 
the museum. A third artist was deceased, and 
his code was not available to the museum.  
The other artists provided their source code 
to the museum.

16 This quote can be found on the “About” tab 
of the website http://www.coryarcangel.com/
about/ (Accessed July 20, 2014).

Sharing Documentation with the Public
Clearly there is considerable technical work involved in 

sharing documentation among professionals at different 

institutions. Yet the need is there, and recent projects 

indicate that technical solutions are rapidly evolving. As 

pointed out at the beginning of the article, works such as 

IKEA Disobedients can only partially be understood through 

direct experience. Museum visitors would benefit from 

information about these works held in museum archives. 

Critics and scholars in part fill this need by writing about 

the meaning, significance, and critical success of each 

iteration. Their analyses would also be enriched by deeper 

access to knowledge held by museums. Yet the raw data of 

documentation often needs sifting and translation for broad 

distribution.

Given the need for more transparency of documentation, 

museums are forced to decide what should be shared from 

their archives. It is clearly no longer appropriate to guard 

all knowledge on museum servers for insiders only. Yet full 

transparency is problematic. In developing programs of 

public dissemination, museums need to carefully consider a 

number of factors that include professional ethical, legal, and 

artistic concerns. 

Not all documentation about an artwork should be shared 

with the public, or even distributed within an institution. 

Information about price, donors, and contract negotiation 

is almost always restricted. Standard contracts between 

museums and artists or their representatives contain 

language about copyright and licensing that governs the 

reproduction of media, artist involvement in decision-

making, payment of performers, and other negotiated 

agreements. Finding aids may indicate that this information 

is present, but information management systems need to 

restrict access to those with a need to know.

Decisions about when to provide public access are 

inevitably made on a case-by-case basis. Some artists want 

to share all information about their work with the public, 

whereas most do not. For instance, artists who generate 

their own source code and compiled software may consider 

this level of technical information proprietary, and core to 

their artistic production. They often express concern that 

others with access to it could use it for their own creative 

projects. Some artists won’t even provide their source code 

to the owner, much less the public.15 

Many artists want the public to experience their work in 

the gallery or online without technical knowledge about 

how the work was produced. This “black box” approach 

to exhibiting preserves the mystery or magic by offering 

an unencumbered experience. Other artists, such as Cory 

Arcangel, consider sharing code, and allowing others to 

modify the artwork for their own artistic production, part 

of their creative work. He answers the question directly 

on his website, “Can I use your code or modify one of 

your projects? Yeah, totally.”16  Given the ambiguity and 

mixed intentions of artists, acquiring their permission to 

disseminate documentation about their work is critical.  

As a matter of professional ethics and responsibility, 

conservators produce extensive documentation associated 

with their research and interventions on works of art. For 

better or worse, most museums prefer keeping records of 

damage and repair from public attention and scrutiny.  The 

results of studies that identify original materials and artist 
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17 Conservation interview with Andrés Jaque  
by Glenn Wharton. MoMA. September 17, 
2012.

18 Personal communication with the artist. 
July 8, 2008.

19 The GLAM-WIKI Project http://outreach.
wikimedia.org/wiki/GLAM (Accessed July 20, 
2014.)

20 The Artist Documentation Project (ADP) 
http://adp.menil.org/; Artist Interview 
Program http://www.hirshhorn.si.edu/
collection/

21 Inside Installations project http://www.
inside-installations.org/home/index.php 
(Accessed July 20, 2014). 

22 The Tate’s documentation of Bruce 
Nauman’s Mapping the Studio II with color 
shift, flip, flop, & flip/flop (Fat Chance John 
Cage) http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/
nauman-mapping-the-studio-ii-with-color-
shift-flip-flop--flipflop-fat-chance-john-
cage-t11893 (Accessed July 20, 2014). 

23 The Getty Foundation Online Scholarly 
Catalogue Initiative https://www.getty.
edu/foundation/initiatives/current/osci/ 
(Accessed July 20, 2014). A particularly 
relevant project funded through this program 
is the San Francisco Museum of Modern 
Art Rauschenberg Research Project http://
www.sfmoma.org/about/research_projects/
research_projects_rauschenberg (Accessed 
July 20, 2014). 

24 MoMA Conservation Projects http://www.
moma.org/explore/collection/conservation/
index#projects (Accessed July 20, 2014.) 

25 The Panza Collection Initiative of the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum http://
www.guggenheim.org/new-york/collections/
about-the-collection/the-panza-collection-
initiative (Accessed July 20, 2014).

working methods, on the other hand, are often featured on 

museum websites and in publications since they deepen 

our understanding and appreciation of the work through a 

process of technical art history (Ainsworth 2005; Hermens 

2012). An example of technical documentation that can 

provide an understanding of artists’ working methods 

can be found in the analysis of artist-generated source 

code (Engel & Wharton 2014). Similarly, technical imaging 

through radiography, ultraviolet examination, and infrared 

photography are distributed in professional circles and often 

find their way to public attention. 

For variable art, exhibiting documentation from 

past manifestations has the potential to deepen public 

understanding of the work. This may include floor plans, 

images, and videos. Most artists are happy for museums to 

exhibit information about their work. Andrés Jaque provided 

MoMA with images and videos of prior installations of IKEA 
Disobedients. In the conservation interview he suggested 

that they be exhibited adjacent to current performances to 

help visitors understand its history.17 He also mentioned that 

visual documentation could be exhibited alone, as a sort of 

stand-in for the work. Whether exhibited documentation 

becomes the artwork or retains its evidentiary categorization 

needs considerable debate and is beyond the scope of 

this article. Whatever its status, artists must approve the 

dissemination of documentation. Tino Sehgal, for instance, 

prohibits the distribution of any documentation about 

his work.18 The selection of what to share to some extent 

distinguishes museum collections documentation from public 

archives, whose mission is to make all of their unfiltered 

resources available for research. This distinction causes 

some museums such as MoMA to house different types of 

documentation in three primary resources: its institutional 

archive, its library, and its collection management system.

Many museums have already started sharing 

documentation about works in their collection. The GLAM-
WIKI Project allows Galleries, Libraries, Archives, and 

Museums (GLAM) to contribute content from their archives 

to Wikipedia.19 The project is open to various forms of 

contribution, from housing a resident Wikipedia editor within 

the institution to conducting Edit-a-thons, in which volunteer 

Wikipedia editors gather at an institution to generate 

Wikipedia articles from their archives (Cody 2011). 

The Artist Documentation Program of The Menil 

Collection and the Artist Interview Program of the Hirshhorn 

Museum and Sculpture Garden provide us with models for 

disseminating interviews with artists about their materials, 

working techniques, and intent for conserving their works.20 

Resulting from an Inside Installations21 project, the Tate 

shares thick documentation about Bruce Nauman’s Mapping 
the Studio II with color shift, flip, flop, & flip/flop (Fat Chance 
John Cage).22 Through its Online Scholarly Catalogue 
Initiative, the Getty Foundation provided funds to museums 

to open deep archives to the public.23 Like other museums, 

MoMA now features selected conservation projects on their 

website that communicate technical studies and research 

leading to conservation interventions.24 An example of 

presenting conservation and curatorial research online 

can be seen at the Panza Collection Initiative Guggenheim 

Museum website.25

Static websites may be a first stage in a movement 

towards more dynamic sharing of museum documentation. 
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26 Rijks Studio https://www.rijksmuseum.
nl/en/rijksstudio/; Rijksmuseum Creative 
Commons License: https://www.rijksmuseum.
nl/en/api/terms-and-conditions-of-use 
(Accessed July 20, 2014).

27 Smithsonian Cooper Hewitt National 
Design Museum Collection Database http://
collection.cooperhewitt.org/ (Accessed July 
20, 2014). For information on the design of 
this database, see http://labs.cooperhewitt.
org/2013/b-is-for-beta/ (Accessed July 20, 
2014).

28 Chan, Seb. Down the Rabbit Hole. http://
www.cooperhewitt.org/object-of-the-
day/2012/12/07/down-rabbit-hole (Accessed 
January 10, 2014).

29 Personal communication with author 
January 15, 2014.

30 Voices in Contemporary Art (VoCA) Tony 
Smith Wiki Project http://www.voca.network/
programs/voca-research/; Wikipedia Wiki 
Project Public Art https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Public_art/
TheArtistResearchProject/TonySmith 
(Accessed May 23, 2015).

New technologies are already being employed to make 

museum databases more interactive. The Rijksmuseum 

created interactive platforms that allow visitors to search, 

save, edit and even download images from their website 

after agreeing to a creative commons license.26 The 

collections database at the Smithsonian Cooper Hewitt 

National Design Museum is now online and queriable.27 

Seb Chan, Director of Digital and Emerging Media at the 

museum, suggests that,  “one of the main aims of an online 

collection these days is to move beyond a ‘view on a 

database’ and deliver some of the affordances of a gallery 

experience—especially the ability to serendipitously discover 

new rabbit-holes down which to disappear.”28

Museums are not only producing interactive programming, 

but are increasingly moving towards participatory projects 

in their galleries and through social media (Simon 2010). 

Museums are also starting to crowdsource ideas for 

programming through the Internet. According to the blog 

post that first defined the term, “Crowdsourcing represents 

the act of a company or institution taking a function 

once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an 

undefined (and generally large) network of people in the 

form of an open call” (Howe 2006). IKEA Disobedients is 

in fact a crowdsourced work of art, since Jaque finds the 

“disobedients” by means of a call for respondents through 

social media. 

The current vogue of crowdsourcing may give rise 

to crowd documentation and even crowd conservation.  
According to Annet Dekker’s research on net art 

communities, this may already be taking place through what 

she terms “networks of care” (Dekker 2014). Dekker suggests 

that net artworks are at times kept alive through a process 

of distributed authorship, in which networks of people 

contribute to the site and become its caretakers. They may 

perform source code maintenance in order to keep the site 

functional.

As suggested by Ben Fino-Radin at MoMA, why not invite 

the public to participate in a “public hackathon” to open 

up contributions from a vast pool of expertise outside of 

the professional circles usually enlisted to create museum 

documentation?29 The Voices in Contemporary Art (VoCA) 

Tony Smith Project does just that, by soliciting contributions 

from the public to identify and document outdoor sculpture 

as part of Wikipedia’s Wiki Project Public Art.30 To conduct 

the project, VoCA partnered with WikiProject Public Art, a 

Wikipedia-based resource. Contributors receive free t-shirts 

for submitting photographs, geolocations, and artwork 

descriptions. The aim of the project is to “increase awareness 

about these works and therefore allow for the continued 

advocacy for their proper care and maintenance.” Crowd 
documentation projects such as this have the potential to 

enlist volunteer efforts, empower communities, and open 

museum documentation to new sources of knowledge.

Conclusion
The aim of this article is to build a case for sharing museum 

documentation of contemporary art with the public. New 

technologies now provide opportunities for mashing up data 

from multiple institutions, while public participation opens 

new avenues for contributions from non-museum sources. 

As discussed, there are a host of technical, cultural, and 

legal challenges that must be overcome in order to achieve 
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31 DOCAM Documentation Model http://www.
docam.ca/en/documentation-model.html 
(Accessed July 20, 2014).

these goals. A change of deep-seated museum culture that 

restricts access to all documentation must be overcome 

in some cases. In addition, any effort to make museum 

documentation transparent requires significant resources. 

Despite these obstacles, seeds of change are everywhere. 

I attempt to draw attention to a wide range of projects 

that are moving the museum world towards information 

sharing. In some instances, interactive technologies facilitate 

participatory programming that enrich user experience, 

and may even lead to a new form of crowd documentation 

that will allow members of the public with knowledge about 

museum collections to contribute information through a user 

data entry screen.

Throughout the article I stress the importance of honoring 

artist concerns about public access to documentation of 

their work. Some art should not be documented, just as 

works rooted in time and place should not necessarily be re-

installed or re-performed. There are risks that documentation 

may corrode authenticity of experience, as defined by the 

artist.

I end by addressing another concern, that future 

knowledge of today’s art may only be constructed through 

traces of documentation. Certainly the aim of conservation 

is to preserve the art, not its documentation. Yet after 

seven years at MoMA, I can’t guarantee that all of the 

works under my care as Media Conservator will survive. As 

suggested by the authors of the DOCAM Documentation 

Model, “Ultimately, it is the documentation that will survive 

the work, becoming its historical witness and sometimes 

supplementing any remaining fragments or relics.”31

The inevitable survival of our documentation in lieu 

of some artworks raises the question, ‘will art become 

its documentation?’ No doubt it will at least become a 

surrogate, as documentation stands in for art that no longer 

exists. Our work today is not only to document, but provide 

context that will allow future understanding of what was, 

wasn’t, and what couldn’t have been the art of our times. 
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